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Abstract
To achieve an efficient use of cryptographic mechanisms to secure ICT infrastructures, we propose to integrate quantum key distribution into main communication protocols. This article gives some benefits and contributions of the use of
quantum Key Distribution to enforce ICT security level. Several feasibility ways
to implement solutions based on quantum key distribution are proposed.
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Introduction

The enciphering mechanisms currently deployed are based on mathematical concepts
whose robustness is not proven. With the sight of new discoveries in cryptanalysis, technology empowerment, new generations of computers and architectures (GRID
computing...), trust, security dependability and resilience cannot be satisfied any more
by a classical cryptography approach. In this context, security cannot be guaranteed.
Since few years ago, the progress of quantum physics allowed mastering photons
which can be used for informational ends (information coding, transport...). These
technological progresses can also be applied to cryptography (quantum cryptography).
Quantum cryptography aims at exploiting the laws of quantum physics in order to
carry out a cryptographic task. Its legitimate users can detect eavesdropping, regardless
of the technology which the spy may have [1].
Quantum Key Distribution (QKD) could be integrated in already existing algorithms and protocols to secure communication networks. The Point-to-Point Protocol,
IP Security protocol (IPSEC) and Transport Layer Security (TLS) can support the use
of quantum Key Distribution. These protocol are widely used. Integrating QKD into
these protocols will highly affect the security level of the telecommunications.
This article identifies shortly the weaknesses of classical cryptography and analyses the advantages, benefits and contributions of the use of quantum Key Distribution
to enforce ICT security level. The two ways of integrating Quantum Key Distribution (QKD) already proposed are: within the Point-to-Point Protocol, and within the
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Internet Security Protocol (IPSEC. This paper focuses on the way to integrate Quantum Key Distribution in The Transport Layer Security (TLS) protocol to enhance the
security level of Internet transactions.
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2.1

Quantum cryptography as a substitute for the classical cryptography
Weaknesses of classical cryptography

The security of a given cryptosystem is based on the secrecy of its (private) key and
the difficulty of computing the inverse of its one-way function(s) [14]. It is considered
difficult to inverse a function if the time it takes to calculate the inverse depends exponentially on the size of the input. Unfortunately, there is no mathematical proof that
will establish whether it is impossible to find the inverse of a given one-way function
[10, 26]. The fact that an efficient algorithm has not yet been found (or rather published) does not mean that such an algorithm does not exist.
For instance, consider RSA and the Diffie-Hellman key exchange. The security of
these two cryptosystems is based on the factorization into prime numbers of large integers and the calculation of the discrete logarithm in a predetermined field respectively.
Both functions are believed to be mathematically difficult to calculate. However, it has
never been proven that factorization and the computation of the discrete logarithm are
not feasible. In addition, it has not been proven to be impossible that a private key
(regardless of the length) can not be deduced from a public key. Informed observers
believe it to be currently impossible (and perhaps forever impossible) for the ’good’
asymmetric algorithms; no key deduction techniques have been publicly shown for any
of them. In fact, some of the well respected, and widely used, public key / private key
algorithms can be broken by any of cryptanalytic attacks. Indeed, all can be broken if
the key length used is short to permit practical brute force key search; this is inherently
true for all encryption algorithms using keys, including both symmetric and asymmetric algorithms.
Latter, the famous signature algorithm SHA-1 was broken by the team of Xiaoyun
Wang in China [18, 5]. This only an example of how fragile is the classical cryptography.

2.2

Upgrading the security level by using quantum key distribution

Quantum Key Distribution (QKD) experimental systems and their performances progressed to reach these last years a stage sufficiently advanced to justify investments and
the birth of start-ups seeking the market systems of quantum cryptography [20, 16].
In practice, QKD is able to propose a method of unconditional distribution of secret
key. This key can then be used in various manners, by taking for that the methods and
the techniques established by the classical cryptographers.
C S HANNON [27] in particular showed that there is a coding method which makes
it possible to guarantee unconditional security of the communications between two
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protagonists sharing a secure key: it is the Code of V ERMAN, also called “One Time
Pad”which imposes to have a random key as long as the message and to use this key
only once.
Quantum key distribution is capable to provide random keys which the security
is unconditional, and which, combined with the Code of VERNAM, allows to obtain
an unconditional cryptography technique. However, such encryption method is very
“greedy”since it requires keys as long as the messages to be protected. We can, in
practice, obtain an excellent security by exchanging the keys using quantum cryptography in order to use symmetric cryptography techniques, for example AES algorithm
[31]. This method is the most adopted solution for the “commercial”quantum cryptography applications [20, 16]. It allows enciphering flows of several hundreds of Mbits/s.
We can moreover show that security obtained exceeds largely the security implemented
by traditional cryptographic methods.
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3.1

Other work related to integrating QKD in other protocols
Integrating QKD in PPP: QKD-PPP (Q3P)

The Point to Point Protocol [RFC1661] is a layer 2 protocol. It is widely used to connect two sets of nodes. The encryption functionality in PPP is called ECP (Encryption
Control Protocol) [RFC1968]. This protocol allows the use of the encryption in PPP
frame but limits the key exchange. In fact, it is assumed that the two points have already shared the secret key. However, in order to exchange the encryption key, a key
exchange protocol is necessary[29]. In the following, we present how to integrate QKD
in PPP in order to share a secret key.

3.1.1

Q3P requirements

Some requirements must be satisfied to integrate quantum Key Distribution within PPP.
a- An optical channel: the optical channel is the physical link between two adjacent nodes. Nowadays, there are two means able to carry a quantum cryptography
transmission: optical fiber or free space (the air) [15].
b- A Q3P modem: this modem has to polarize, send and detect photons; it has to
include a photon detector and a laser with a single photon emitter and photon polariser.
The source and the detector are widely commercialised, and many techniques are
employed (Idquantique : www.idquantique.com, magiQ www.magiqtech.com, CNRS
France : http://www2.cnrs.fr/presse/journal/1979.htm).
c- QKD protocol: in order to establish an unconditionally secure key, a quantum
key distribution protocol is needed. This protocol must be implemented in the Q3P
modem. The protocol will deliver a secure key after distilling the key [10].
3

3.1.2

The Q3P operating mode

We adapt the PPP connection steps [RFC1661] to integrate the QKD process as shown
in Figure 1.
The three first steps of Q3P are identical to PPP (phases 1 through 3). After authenticating the two nodes, the negotiation of the encryption parameters starts. In this phase,
the encryption algorithm and its parameters are negotiated. If the two nodes do not
need to use encryption, then the network phase starts. Otherwise, if an encryption key
is required, a QKD phase begins.
For encryption negotiation (4), the nodes negotiate the key length and the TTL by

Figure 1: Proposed Q3P steps and operating mode

sending a proper ECP packet. After that (in 5), a quantum cryptography exchange
starts. At the end of the quantum key distribution phase, both nodes share a secret key,
the encryption algorithm, and the TTL of the key. This key is used in the network phase
(6) while sending data. The data is enciphered using the encryption key and the algorithm. When the TTL expires, a new QKD phase starts. The end of the communication
is the same as in PPP.

3.2

Integrating QKD within IPSEC (SEQKEIP)

Using QKD in IPSEC has already been proposed and implemented by Elliot of BBN
technologies [7]. He proposes the idea of using QKD in IPSEC as a key generator for
AES. In 2003, BBN technologies described the possibility of integrating QKD within
the standard IKE [8] and announces some concerns linked to the compatibility of QKD
with IKE [RFC 2409]. In our paper, we propose a QKD solution for IPSEC called
SEQKEIP that is not based on IKE but on ISAKMP [RFC 2408]. Using this method,
we avoid the problem of compatibility between IKE and QKD.
The idea is to stick to traditional IPSEC and the Internet Security Association and
Key Management Protocol (ISAKMP). In fact, ISAKMP does not impose any condition on the negotiation mechanisms or on the SA’s parameters. To use Quantum Key
Distribution with IPSEC we simply have to define the two phases of IKE. We create
a Secure Quantum Key Exchange Internet Protocol (SeQKEIP). SeQKEIP, like IKE,
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uses ISAKMP mechanisms, and takes advantage of Quantum Key Distribution in order
to build a practical protocol [11].
SeQKEIP runs similary to the IKE. It includes 3 phases: phase 1 for the negotiation
of the ISAKMP SA, phase 2 for the negotiation of SA, and we add a phase called “phase
0”, in which Alice and Bob will share the first secret key. There are only three modes
in SeQKEIP: Quantum Mode, Main Mode and Quick mode. Quantum mode is the
quantum cryptography key exchange in phase 0. Main Mode is used during phase 1,
and Quick Mode is an exchange in phase 2. Both the Main Mode and the Quick Mode
are nearly the same of those in IKE.
In the beginning (Figure 2), phase 0 and phase 1 start (1&2). After these two phases
the parameters of the protocol are fixed. In (3), we will use key exchanged thanks to
Quantum Key Distribution. This key will be used either as a session key (4) or in the
one-time-pad function (4’).

Figure 2: Functioning of IPsec with Quantum Cryptography

In (4), we use traditional symmetric cryptography algorithms to exchange data. The
IPSEC packets are the same as without the use of quantum cryptography. The session
key, therefore, is exchanged using quantum key distribution. The lifetime of the session
key is very short, equal to the time needed to exchange the secret key using quantum
cryptography. This solution is a transition solution to (4’)
In (4’), we use quantum cryptography concepts totally. The idea is to shift completely to unconditionally secure functions, i.e. quantum key distribution and the onetime-pad function. We call this kind of cryptosystem, “the quantum cryptography”.
After fixing the SA parameters, the “session”key’s length will be the size the data of in
the IPSEC packet. Then, it is possible to use one-time-pad function (simply perform an
XOR of the message with the key and then send the result). We need to exchange a key
for every packet. The weakness of this solution resides in the time needed to exchange
the key. The total bit rate is negatively affected due to this problem, but as the quantum
cryptography technology progresses, this issue will soon be solved.
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E-commerce and TLS/SSL

Transactions between buyers and sellers in E-commerce can include requests for information, quotation of prices, placement of orders and payment, and after sales services.
This implies a high degree of confidence concerning the authenticity, confidentiality
and timely delivery of such transactions. The problem is raised by the fact that these
transactions are executed in a public network such as the Internet.
The interception of transactions, and in particular credit card details, during transmission over the Internet has often been cited as a major obstacle to public confidence
in E-commerce.
The principle means of countering the threats to transactions in the Internet environment is the use of cryptography. Cryptography essentially provides three distinct
capabilities:
• the content of electronic transactions can be hidden;
• any changes to electronic transactions can be detected;
• the source of electronic transactions can be confirmed.
Encryption and decryption allow secure transfer of information between an Internet
browser and server
These capabilities are achieved through a combination of encryption and cryptographic digital signatures. Early E-commerce systems used server-based solutions to
authenticate the users and terminate the TLS/SSL session. It very quickly became apparent that the server performance was a bottleneck to mass market E-commerce. To
authenticate the users, the server would associate a particular session with an individual
and go through an authentication sequence.
This mechanism is widely used by on-line merchants to ensure that credit card
numbers and other sensitive information are protected during transmission across the
Internet. TLS/SSL also allows verification of merchant identity via the SSL server
certificate Generally SSL allows transacting business with the confidence that critical
data will be safeguarded.
As with encryption, basic digital signature capability is built into standard web
servers and browsers through TLS/SSL, which then allows users to:
• prove their identity in a way that is much more reliable than user-name/password
mechanisms;
• confirm the identity of the web server with which they are communicating (e.g.
to ensure they do not provide sensitive information to the wrong web site).
The use of TLS/SSL for encrypting payment card details is currently the dominant
approach adopted by Internet merchants as it is cheap to implement and appears to be
gaining consumer acceptance. Many Web sites use TLS/SSL to encrypt the personal
and financial information sent over the Internet.
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An example Q-Transaction

This section shows how QKD can be used in TLS/SSL to secure the transaction of
sending credit card data in E-commerce.
E-commerce transactions are carried on by HTTP. The Web allows customers to
select merchandises and finally pay by providing a credit card data. The credit card
data is very critical information. There are (n) cases of thieving credit card data over
the Internet every year.
The credit card data is sent from the Web browser to the Web server via parameters
in a HTTP request. Before the Web browser sends the HTTP request with these parameters, it (the Web client is also the TLS/SSL client) initiates an TLS/SSL session to
establish a quantum key between the Web browser and the Web server. The OtherParty
parameter of the getNewKey API is the IP address of the Web server. The KeyLength
parameter is set to the size of the HTTP request:
KeyLength = TLScipherText.length
During E-commerce transaction ones has to identify the sensitive data being liable
to be intercepted. To identify these in formations we analysed the main public materials of the three most important Credit Card companies VISA, MASTERCARD and
AMERICAN EXPRESS.
The credit card’s sensitive details which forward during a credit card transaction
are as follows:
• Card number composed to the maximum of 16 digits.
• Expiry date composed of 4 digits
• The security code composed of 4 digits
• The Card Holder’s name and first name composed to the maximum of 24 characters, including spaces.
We have the total of 48 characters. So if we consider that every character will be
encoded on 1 byte, the total of 384 bits is required for a credit card transaction.
The TLS/SSL session is negotiated to use the One-time-pad encryption algorithm
and SHA or MD5 algorithm for the MAC calculation. Once the security information is negotiated and the quantum key is established, the ChangeCipherSpec protocol
activates the TLS/SSL session for the encryption of the HTTP request (Figure 3). After sending the HTTP request, the previous TLS/SSL session can be resumed and the
quantum-based TLS/SSL session is no longer necessary. As the One-time-pad needs
different random key for each encryption, the quantum-based TLS/SSL session cannot
be reused. A new TLS/SSL session is established every time the Web client needs to
encrypt an HTTP request containing credit card number.
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Figure 3: QKD-TLS exchange
The client and the server establish a secure HTTPS connection using the traditional
TLS/SSL mode. When a critical data is to be sent (either by the client or the server)
a TLS handshake is engaged. The Hello messages allow to select the encryption algorithm which is one-time-pad (OTP), the algorithm to check the integrity. When this
phase is over and the party sends a getNewKey, a quantum key sharing phase begins.
Then, this party send using “KeyExchange” message the id of the key to other party
in order to get the encryption key. At the end, to send sensitive data, a changeCipherSpec message is sent and the data will be sent using the one-time-pad associated to the
8

quantum key (Figure 3).

Figure 4: Example of QKD/TLS use to secure the transmisson of credit card data
For our example the client uses a secure connection with the E-commerce server
(Figure 4). When arriving to a sensitive transmission, the client starts a TLS Handshake
and puts the OTP, Hash hash function as pending parameters. The client also estimates
the size of the data. In our case, it is credit card data, the size is assumed to be known.
When this phase ends, the client asks for a quantum key. At the end of the quantum key
sharing, the client put the secret Key in the key field of the pending and sends the id of
this key to the server. The server gets the secret Key and puts it in the pending. When
the client finishes entering sensitive data and presses the button to send it to the server,
a “changeCipherSpec” is sent by the client. At the end this step (transmission of the
finished messages), the data is encrypted using the quantum key and the one-time-pad.
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Conclusion

Classical cryptography algorithms are based on mathematical functions. The robustness of a given cryptosystem is based essentially on the secrecy of its (private) key and
the difficulty with which the inverse of its one-way function(s) can be calculated. Unfortunately, there is no mathematical proof that will establish whether it is not possible
to find the inverse of a given one-way function. On the contrary, quantum key distribution is a method for sharing secret keys, whose security can be formally demonstrated.
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As we have seen, it is possible to integrate the QKD concept into existing and
widely used protocols. In our work, we call “quantum cryptography”, the use of QKD
with the One-time-Pad. Using these two methods we get an unconditional secure cryptosystem. Applying the QKD concept is possible at OSI-layer 4, OSI-layer 3, and layer
2 protocols. However, using QKD concept at OSI layer 2 is more suitable and more
easier to integrate than applying it at layer 3 or 4(which need to have a quantum routing
process). Nowadays, two commercial companies sell quantum cryptography devices
and both of them chose to use the QKD concept at layer 2.
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